
 

Hi!
This is your chance to get some insight into life as a developer at

Cxense

  ....Straight from the comfort of your sofa :)

  

   

 ...

   

What is Cxense? 

Cxense is a Data Management Platform (DMP) with
Intelligent Personalization.

We help 190 leading publishers and marketers
across the globe transform their raw data into their
most valuable resource and action it in real-time.

Our solution serves over 7000 websites and
interacts with nearly 2 billion devices quarterly. 

...

...

   Cxense's customers 

   

.....

 Cxense needs yours skills and motivation! 

Team Personalisation are in need of a driven and autonomous frontender to join!

Are you fascinated by big data and have some understanding of data analysis,
machine learning or want to learn about it - and you are not afraid to deploy to
production across thousands of servers all over the world? Do you take great
pride in keeping the service running at all times in a highly dependable manner? 

The Frontend Software Engineer will be responsible for ensuring that the
Cxense products continue to be functionally and visually appealing, scale, are
reliable and generally well suited for the global market. This role will work on the
developments and operations of the core frontend platform. 

Key responsibilities:
Building interactive, responsive and scalable easy-to-use interfaces
Collaborate with backend developers and engage with backend systems
Work collaborative with product managers, engineers, UX and our customers
to understand workflows and user needs
Code, test, debug, document and maintain software using established coding
standards and methodologies

Stack: React, Redux, Angular, Webpack, Babel, TypeScript, older stacks such as Backbone and jquery 

...

Who will you be working with? 

A new board with vast industry
experience is taking the company
forward. 

Your closest superior and every day
collaborator will be Chief Architect:
Ragnar Borg. 

He has worked 8,5 years on the Cxense
platform and knows the product in and
out. With a total of 20 years experience,
you will learn from one of the best. 
 
Come and join our (30+) high competence
and international team at our offices at
Skøyen and develop your skills working
on a world class product. 

     

...

Why work with us? 

Flat structure Ambitious Teams Highly skilled colleagues

And a lot of data!

 How do we work? Sprints and we have a fullstack orientation. Most of our developers will

need to wear several hats. 

...

Ana Rita Sousa
Data Scientist, Oslo

"At Cxense I can explore a lot of data, learn new things, and solve different challenges. The
best part for me: I get top work with colleagues and customers from all over the world."

Philipp Andreychev
Senior Web Developer, Samara

"In Cxense we create opportunities and challenges by ourselves. We are chasing passion."

...

... 

Would you like to know more? Contact

The process:

All interviews are completed in 1 day!

Selina Stenberg
Senior Recruiter

selina@cruit.no
94170166
www.cruit.no

  

   

 www.cxense.com

   

https://app.xtensio.com/folio/knap8110?_ga=2.205460944.1574488035.1532479606-332798179.1526924751
mailto:selina@cruit.no

